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NEWS BRIEFS
University of Georgia student
being treated for meningitis
ATHENS, Ga. (AP) - An
outbreak of meningitis on the
University of Georgia campus
isn't likely, although guests at
a fraternity party should be
vaccinated, university officials
said.
Virginia Murray of Griffin
was in stable condition
Wednesday in St. Mary's Hospital after being admitted
Tuesday suffering from the
disease, a hospital spokesman
said.
Tests indicate she has meningococcal meningitis, which
is not as contagious as other
strains of the disease, said
university health services director Dr. Jacquelyn Kinder.
The student attended a
party last weekend at a fraternity house on campus and everyone at the party should get
an oral vaccine at the student
health center, she said.
About 80 students had received the vaccine by late
Wednesday.
Two students that painted
swastikas study Judaism
LINCOLN, Neb. (AP) Two University of NebraskaLincoln students who spray
painted swastikas on a Jewish
temple are taking 30 hours of
study on Judaism and the Holocaust.
Cantor Michael Weisser is
directing the studies by the two
men, both 23. Weisser is spiritual leader of the Congregation
of B'nai Jeshurun.
The day after the March 8
incident police cited Tye
OsBurn and Paul McAtee for
vandalism, which carries a
maximum penalty of sixmonths
in jail and a $500 fine upon
conviction.
City Prosecutor Norman
Langemach said that OsBurn
qualified for pre-trial diversion,
however. McAtee appeared in
Lancaster County Court March
26, pleaded innocent to the
charge, and was released without bond with trial set for June
25.
Weisser said when OsBurn
realized he was eligible for diversion, "he called me and asked
if he could do his community
service by way of studying Judaism, and the Holocaust in
particular, and I said that would
be fine with me" if he received
diversion program approval.
Minister paints message of
moderation for Absolut Vodka
ATLANTA (AP) - Baptist
ministers are not likely to paint
labels for vodka bottles, but the
Rev. Howard Finster is not your
average Baptist minister.
The 76-year-old artistminister from north Georgia is
the latest pop painter to be
commissioned by Absolut
Vodka's importer to render the
Absolutbottle label in whatever
direction inspiration leads the
artist. His painting was unveiled Monday in Atlanta.
No teetotaler, Finster said
his painting, "Absolut Georgia,"
is not at odds with his religion.
'1 don't use (alcohol) at all,
unless I need it" for medicinal
purposes, he said. "You can use
whiskey and not be a drunkard."
Rather than condemn alcohol, his painting promotes
moderation. His thinking is
contained in his sprawled messages in the painting.
One reads,".. .Whisky can't
kill nobody. ... It has no brain.
Untemperent humans is the
killers....'

Student shares experience
with alcoholism recovery
A
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Cindy Schumann crowned Miss Greek GSU

By Kim St. Hilaire

Staff Writer

Last Thursday night, members of GSU sororities crowded
into the Union Ballroom, fixed
their eyes on the stage, and
watched as Cindy Schumann, a
Kappa Kappa Gamma sister,
was crowned Miss Greek GSU.
The pageant was sponsored
by Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity as
part of Greek Week. The proceeds went to their outreach
project, PUSH (People Understanding the Severely Handicapped).
Schumann, a 21-year-old
Biology major, played a piano

composition entitled, My
Tribute in the talent portion of
the competition. Schumann
has played piano since the age
of five.
Schumann said, "I am very
surprised," at winning the pagent. She added, "I had a great
time and everyone was very
friendly and supportive."
Second runner up went to
Vicki Morton of Kappa Delta.
First runner up was Tammy
Hendrix of Alpha Delta Pi.
The contestants were:
Mandy Barbee, Zeta Tau
Alpha; Shannon Britton,
Kappa Alpha; Susie Culpepper,
Alpha Omicron Pi; Carmen
Hall, Zeta Tau Alpha; and

^indy Schumann

Jennifer Hughes, Chi Omega.
Brandi Johnson, Phi Mu;
Kelly Mackler, Kappa Kappa
Gamma; Laura Price, Alpha
Delta Pi; and Sharon Thomas,
Kappa Delta were also contestants.
While votes were being tallied, the 1991 Miss Greek
GSU, Vanamey Roberts, had
an opportunity to say farewell.
"If it weren't for these girls,
[her Kappa Kappa Gamma sisters], I wouldn't have been able
to make it through a lot of
hard times," she said.
"The sorority support was
excellent," said Chris Drazba,
the keynote speaker from Pi
Kappa Phi. "About 500 people

were there and we raised
somewhere betweeen $1500
and $1700 for PUSH."

PUSH, which was started by
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternities nationwide in 1977, aims to raise
funds and public awareness to
benefit severely handicapped
people in America. Since then,
PUSH has raised approximately $2 billion.
"One way PUSH reaches out
to the severely handicapped is
by building adaptive playgrounds," Drazba explained in
his speech. PUSH also sponsors a team of collegiates on a
coast-to-coast bicycle trek each
summer.

Student assaulted
at residence hall
By Doug Gross

Assistant News Editor

A day on the Circle

Students aren't the only local residents who like to spend an afternoon on GSU's Sweetheart
Circle. The Parker family, (l-r) Caleb, Dale, Kaylon, Carson, Vickie and Mallory) recently had a
weekend picnic in the shade of the Live Oaks. (Photo by Robert Cooper)

Senatorial candidate Tanksley
speaks to College Republicans
By Dennis Smith

Staff writer

U.S. Senate candidate
Charles Tanksley outlined his
campaign for the GSU College
Republicans and appealed for
support from the group last
Wednesday night in the
Student Union.
Tanksley, an attorney from
Cobb County, told the group
the only way to beat Sen.
Wyche Fowler is with a strong
media campaign. The GOP
hopeful has already started
airing television ads.
Calling himself the only
man that can defeat the
incumbent senator, Tanksley
referred to Fowler as a "typical
tax and spend professional
politician."
"Whoever runs needs to
completely contrast with

"The state flag is highly offensive to many black
Georgians, for whom the
Confederacy symbolizes slavery," Attorney General Michael
Bowers said in a letter published in Friday's editions of
The Atlanta Constitution.
The blue and white crossed
bars with stars on a red field,
representing the Confederate
battle flag, was added to the
state flag in 1956. Black legis-

Atlanta has most
tuberculosis cases

ATLANTA (AP) - Atlanta's
tuberculosis rate has soared
nearly 50 percent in one year
to rank highest in the United
States, federal TB experts said
Tuesday.
Atlanta reported 301 active
tuberculosis cases in 1991, for
a rate of 76.4 cases per 100,000
residents - worst in the nation,
compared with third in 1990.
Newark, which had the worst
TB rate in 1990, was second.
Atlanta's rate was up nearly
50 percent from a year earlier,
when the rate was 51.5 cases
per 100,000.
"Atlanta is a heck of an increase," said Donald Kopanoff,
associate director at the
Division
of Tuberculosis
Charles Tanksley
Elimination for the national
current campaign are the Centers for Disease Control.
Kopanoff said one factor
economy, crime and education.
may be Atlanta's increasing incidence of AIDS; the AIDS
virus, HIV, weakens the immune system, which can allow
illness from tuberculosis infections which, in most people,
might stay dormant for many
years.
"It's no surprise to anyone
anymore than HIV has had a
significant impact on tuberculosis in this country," Kopanoff
said.
-Georgia Attorney General Michael Bowers
The AIDS rate in metro
Atlanta ranks 10th nationwide
lators have called for its re"The state flag is an issueand is growing, according to
moval in recent years.
worthy of concern because race
CDC data. The area has re"Most likely, defiance to- relations are as strained as
ported 4,481 of the nation's
ward the Brown desegregation they have been for a long
213,641 AIDS cases.
decision of the U.S. Supreme time," hc <*Jdcd.
"A second main reason for
Court played a key role in the
"Change th.; state flag. The
the resurgence of tuberculosis
need is obvious."
flag's creation," Bowers wrote.

Wyche Fowler philosophically,"
Tanksley told the group of
students.
He showed them a number
of his television spots that are
currently running in the
metro-Atlanta area.
One ad, which shows Fowler
standing next to a donkey,
seemed to be especially popular
with the group. According to
Tanksley, the clip originally
came from a 1986 Fowler ad.
The Tanksley ad, however,
calls Fowler a "liberal senator"
while saying the donkey is "not
a liberal senator."
While focusing most of his
campaigning on Fowler,
Tanksley didn't forget to
mention other GOP candidates
Paul Coverdell and Bob Barr.
Tanksley said the three
most important issues in the

State official wants flag changed
ATLANTA (AP) - Georgia's
attorney general wants a
Confederate emblem removed
from the state flag.

Charges are pending
investigation against a GSU
student in conjunction with an
alleged assault in Lewis Hall
Thursday night.
A 21 year old female student
was hit about the chest with a
metal rod during an argument
with her ex-boyfriend around
midnight, according to GSU
Department of Public Safety
Captain Buddy Peaster.
'This guy and girl had been
dating on and off for about
three years," Peaster said. "The
two went from the lobby to his
room where they got involved
in a verbal argument which led
to a physical confrontation."
The two began pushing and
scratching, and the woman

Most likely, defiance toward the
Brown desegregation decision of
the U.S. Supreme Court played a
key role in the flag's creation.

threw a large glass jar at the
male student.
"He picked up a metal bar
[part of a bedpost] to defend
himself and then hit her once
with the bar," Peaster said.
The male student then
pushed the woman out of his
room and kicked her about the
head, according to Peaster.
The victim suffered minor
injuries as a result of the
incident, but received no
medical treatment.
No charges have yet been
filed in the incident, but Peaster will be meeting with the
woman to discuss her options
in the matter later this week.
The woman has expressed
interest in pressing charges
related with the incident,
Peaster said.

in
this
country
is
immigration," Kopanoff said,
adding that states with
significant TB problems tend
to have large numbers of
immigrants from nations
where TB is widespread, such
as Mexico
Rounding out the 10 worst
TB rates were Miami, fourth at
48.5 cases per 100,000 (down
from 66.1 in 1990); San
Francisco,
46.0
(46.1);
Oakland, 40.9 (49.2); Houston,
34.5 (32.0); Tampa, 31.1 (38.2);
Los Angeles, 30.6 (unranked in
1990); and Santa Ana, Calif.,
30.0 (29.3).
Among the states, New York
had the highest rate at 24.5
cases per 100,000, followed by
Hawaii, 17.7; California, 17.4;
Texas, 14.6; Georgia, 13.7;
Florida, 12.8; New Jersey,
12.7; Alaska, 12.3; Arkansas,
11.9; and Tennessee and
Mississippi, 11.6 each.
The national TB rate last
year was 10.4 cases per
100,000. The United States
had 26,283 cases last year, up
2.3 percent from 1990.
The nation also has seen an
increase in tuberculosis among
children. Rates are not yet
available, but there were 1,664
TB cases among children
under 15 last year, up from
1,261 a year earlier. Nearly
two-thirds were in children
under 5.
"The disconcerting thing
about TB in children is that ...
it implies that there is probaSEE TUBERCULOSIS, PAGE 9
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Tuesday, May 19
•The Spring Fling will be
held under the Union Rotunda.
•There will be a colloquium
on international topics at 3
p.m. in Communication Arts
building room 102.
•There will be a planetarium show in the Math-PhysicsPsychology building. The show
is free to students.

Wednesday, May 20
•Upward Bound awards
night will be held at 7 p.m. in
the Union Ballroom.

Thursday, May 21
•Melvin Kranzberg, from
the School of History,
Technology and Society at
Georgia Institute of Technology

GSU Department of Public
Safety
Wednesday, May 13

•Debbie I. Coolik was
involved in a one-car accident
in the Sanford Hall parking lot.
•Rebecca W. Waters and
Susan W. Macleod were
involved in an accident in the

will speak at 7:30 p.m. in the
theater of the Union.
His
subject is "The Wedding of
Science Technology."
The event is sponsored by
Sigma Xi Club. The public is
invited.
•Beta Alpha Psi's second
annual Accounting Day will be
held today from 1 to 4:30 p.m.
in the Union Ballroom. For
more information contact Noel
Avera at 681-4041.

Friday, May 22
•An international coffee
hour will be held in the
University Union room 241 at
11 a.m.
'Juice will be shown at the
Union Theater at 7 and 9:30
p.m.

Marvin Pittman parking lot.
•Jeffrey Butler reported an
attempted burglary on the
third floor of the Foy Fine Arts
building.
Investigation
revealed that someone tried to
force a door lock open, but
entry was not gained.
•Robert
B.
Stockton
reported a camera missing

Saturday, May 23
•Pi Sigma Epsilon will
sponsor a raquetball tournament through May 24 to be
held at the GSU raquetball
courts.
'Juice will be shown at 7
and 9:30 p.m. in the Union
Theater.

Sunday, May 24
•Wayne's World will be
shown at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in the
Union Theater.
•The "Provocative" Mike
Bailey Talk Show will air at 5
p.m. on WVGS 91.9. Calls will
be taken at 681-5525.

Tuesday, May 26
•There will be a faculty
senate meeting in the Hollis

from his vehicle in the Dorman
Hall parking lot.

Thursday, May 14

•Lester Efford was charged
with theft by taking.
•Andrew P. Gantt reported
that someone hit his vehicle in
the In-the-Pines parking lot
and left the scene.

building room 7 at 4 p.m.
•The Symphonic Wind
Ensemble will perform on
Sweetheart Circle at 5 p.m.

Wednesday, May.27

•The Governor's Conference
on Economic Development will
be held in the University
Union. The conference will run
through May 29.

Thursday, May 28
•The GSU Choruses will
perform in the Foy Recital Hall
at 8 p.m.
•Union Productions will
sponsor a laser light show at
9:30 p.m. at Sweetheart Circle.

Friday, May 29
'J>vmes McGregor will lec-

Statesboro Police Department
Saturday, May 16
•Jesse Alexander Coverson,
19, of Irwington, was charged
with driving under the
influence, no proof of insurance
and improper passing.
•Jennifer Carither reported
two tires slashed on her

ture on the "Object Oriented
Software Design, at 9 a.m. in
the Library room 114.
The event is sponsored by
CLEC and the mathmatics and
computer science department.
For more information call
5345.
•An international coffee
hour will be held in the Union
room 241 at 11 a.m.
•There will be a Southern
"Pops" Concert at 7 p.m. in the
Sports Complex.
•The movie Shining
Through will be shown at the
Union Theater at 7 and 9:30
p.m.

Saturday, May 30
•Shining Through will be
shown at the Union Theater at

automobile in the University
Village parking lot.

Thursday, May 14

•Alan David Shiver, 19, of
Tucker, was charged with
driving under the influence
(.16) and a stop sign violation.
•Coy Allen Werner, 20, of
Comfort, TX, was charged with

7 and 9:30.

Sunday, May 31

•The 'Provocative' Mike
Bailey Talk Show will air at 5
p.m. on WVGS 91.9. Calls will
be taken at 681-5525.
•The movie The Last Boy
Scout will be shown at 7 and
9:30 p.m. in the Union Theater.
•There will be a Symphony
Guild String Recital at 2 p.m.
in the Foy Recital Hall.

Monday, June 1

• The Last Boy Scout will be
shown at 7and 9:30 p.m. in the
Union Theater.
•There will be a faculty
recital in the Foy Recital Hall
at 8 p.m.

Tuesday, June 2

•The GSU percussion ensemble will perform at 8 p.m.
in the Foy Recital Hall.

driving under the influence
(.10) and weaving under the
roadway.

Wedensday, May 13

•Myles Tilghman Stanfield,
19,
of Lawrenceville, was
charged with possession of
alcohol by a minor.
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quarter, students cram the library to research term papers,
write term papers, and study for exams. Daniel is off to an early
start to beat that last minute rush (Photo by Robert Cooper).
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Art student expresses himself in work
By Tiffany Roberts

Guest Writer'

Salvador Dali posters drape
his wall, interspersed by some
of his own art work. On a
paint-splattered floor, his desk
spills over with graphic art design homework due the next
day. This artist/student is Tom
Thielemann.
Thielemann, a junior here at
GSU, has quickly made the
Foy Building his second home.
He spends his days in Foy attending classes and working on
his own art designs. Lately, his
time has been spent preparing
the gallery for the upcoming
art show.
Art is a way of life for
Thielemann. He became interested in high school and has
grown to love his creative field.
Finding out that this work
keeps him from the nine-to-five
norm, he welcomes a world of
no set hours and no boundaries.

"As I grew up, I could do it
[art] and I liked it. I wanted to
major in something where I
wouldn't be caught up in the
nine-to-five world," said
Thielemann.
He said that he sees art as
"the ability to put into motion
or thought something that is
inside, and to put it on paper
or in a sculpture in a way that
will make another person feel
it without even knowing it."
Not quite satisfied with his
answer, he sits back and
thinks for a minute. He says,
"Art is very personal and very
real; this is a way of expressing yourself without saying a
word." He smiles and nods, his
description complete.

Thielemann's desire to work
in all aspects of the art industry led him to an internship
with the High Museum of Art
in Atlanta last winter quarter.
He worked in the education
department and helped put to-

gether an art program for
which he researched 19th century France and its' art.
Thielemann's favorite parts
of the intern were the people
and
the
atmosphere.
"Everyone hung out together.
It was a very laid-back environment, even more than a
class — an art class, not a
regular class," he said.
Thielemann said the internship showed him what he did
not want to do when he grows
up. "I wasn't involved enough
in art, but it showed me realworld politics. I know that I
have to look out for myself and
do what makes me look good."
His desire for hands-on
work has paid off. During his
college career, Thielemann has
sold eight works. Three of
these were art pieces and the
others were commercial art
that he did for advertising.

His favorite piece of art that
he designed himself is a piece

called "Fly." It is a combination of paint, ripped paper and
a feather that symbolizes his
feelings about personal freedom and transformation.
White paint-splattered
hands push his hair from his
eyes as he described the messages that can be found in art.
"In most pieces, people try to
visualize their ideas about
something. It could be drugs,
politics or racism. The possibilities are endless, there are no
boundaries or limitations, except the limits of your paper."
And smiling, Thielemann
added that you can always buy
more paper.

In the next ten years,
Thielemann hopes to become
an established artist. 'Well,
reality-wise, I hope to be
teaching college studio art.
Otherwise, I guess I'll be
selling gasoline, cigarettes and
beer," he said.

SGA President bows out gracefully
By Blair Burke

Guest Writer

In the words of outgoing
Student
Government
Association President, Chris
Clarke, "I encourage the students to get involved and I
challenge the new senators
and officers to do as good a job
as last year's senate and office."
In the Union on Wednesday,
at the annual SGA banquet
held for incoming and outgoing
senators and officers, Clarke
addressed faculty and SGA senators and officers. President
Nicholas Henry and Vice
President of Academic Affairs
Jack Nolen were honored
guests.
Clarke awarded outgoing
SGA senators and officers with
certificates of appreciation for
an example-setting year and
handed the gavel over to SGA
president-elect Jonathan
Brown.

"Despite some bad publicity, representing the student body
I think this year's senate and by welcoming freshman for
officers did a great job," said orientation in late summer and
speaking to an estimated 500
Clarke.
faculty
members for the first
He listed the administration's accomplishments of co- faculty/administration meeting
sponsorship with fraternities, of the year.
Nolen also reminded the
clubs, the college and the
audience
of the president's
community to support blood
work
on
continuing
the rental
drives for the Red Cross, to
of
residence
hall
refrigerators
raise funds for the United
Way, to establish Condom that fund $1500 SGA scholarWeek, and to speed the build- ships given to deserving stuing of the Student Recreation dents.
Center.
"He represented you
He also gave plaques of ap[students] very well. He did
preciation to Dr. Baynes, SGA
not let you down once," said
advisor; Dr. Van Tassell, facNolen.
ulty advisor; Mrs. Bettye
Reaves, secretary; Dr. Henry
Nolen informed the crowd
and Dr. Nolen for their in- that Clark's work in the fall of
volvement in SGA.
1991 was vital in having the
Nolen praised outgoing SGA Student Recreation Center
President Chris Clarke in a
year-in-review speech at the built in two years instead of.
five years, as originally
banquet.
planned by most state legislaNolen began his speech by tors prior to the vote on budrecalling Clark's first duties
get.

"Toward the end things
looked grim, then Chris wrote
a letter and put together a
packet with assistance from
SGA advisor Dr. Baynes and
sent it to the local legislators,"
said Nolen.
It was later learned this influenced the legislators in giving the go-ahead for the center's construction by 1995.
In commenting about this
achievement, Nolen said, "He
left a legacy."
GSU's SGA ranks third in
the state in best student governments above the University
of Georgia, Georgia State, and
Georgia Tech.
Nolen encouraged the new
administration to continue and
improve upon the records of
the 1991-92 administration
and said that he looked forward to the coming year in
SGA.

Colon cancer is closely related to meat, fat and fiber

Because higher colon cancer
rates have been observed in
countries with a greater meat
consumption, dietary factors
have been considered to be
closely related to colon cancer.
However, it is difficult to claim
that the cause of colon cancer
is any particular dietary product since populations that consume a minimal amount of
meat also are likely to con-,
sume more grain products.

Research has to be carried
out to observe individual differences in diet and colon cancer among individuals of similar lifestyles and environment.
According to The New
England Journal of Medicine,
this was the approach taken in
an investigation involving data
from the Nurse's Health Study
Cohort, a group of 121,700 female registered nurses who
first filled out a health questionnaire in 1976. Additional
questionnaires were mailed
out every two years, and in
1980 the questionnaire was revised to include dietary information.
A total of 88,751 women
without a history of bowel disease (in themselves or their
family) were followed-up until
1986; a total of 512,488 personyears of follow-up were
achieved. During this time,
150 cases of colon cancer were
recorded. Tabulation of the

The daily consumption of
dietary fiber is essential to reduce the risk of bowel disease particularly colon cancer. An
intake of 25 to 50 grams a day
of dietary fiber should be adequate. Some good sources of

HEALTH
AND
FITNESS
Donald Jordan

For now, Thielemann has
been doing some of the behindthe-scenes work for the upcoming art show in Foy Gallery.
Painting fixtures and arranging exhibits are just a few of

career as an

established artist,
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fiber are bannas, whole wheat
bread, nuts, and legumes (such
as
beans
and
peas).
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.... ......

data showed that the consumption of red meat was significantly associated with the
risk of colon cancer, and that
the relative risk of women who
consumed beef, lamb, or pork
every day was 2.49 times that
of the general population.
The daily consumption of
skinless fish and chicken reduced the risk of colon cancer.
Low intake of fiber from fruit
was statistically associated
with increased colon cancer.
However, this association was
not independent from consuming red meats.
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As Graduation
'day approaches

be sure to let
friends
and family
know with a
Graduation
Announcement
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&

Express Copies
We can handle all your
Graduation
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In the men's room

Liked By Many,
Cussed By Some...
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Tuesday, May 19, 1992

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

King verdict showed that justice is not colorblind

Picture this. You are on the
Dear Editor,
campus of GSU and you need
about time blacks get off wel- himself or herself.
I would like to respond to
to visit a restroom. Moments
fare and stood on their own."
About the UNCF, the only
the "Name Withheld by
after entering a nearby reYou implied that blacks are way to receive those funds is
Request" letter editorial on
stroom, you hear moans and a
the only one that used public by attending a historically
May 8. His "opinion" of
rough scuffle echoing from one
assistance in this country.
black college or university.
blacks and other minorities
of the stalls. Hastily you decide
Some of these institutions are
bore
the
same
mentality
of
to look in the stall where, to
However, your logic is toKennedy Ward
out of state and even with the
KKK members.
your amazement, you witness
tally inaccurate and biased
funds, it would be financially
two males engaging in barbaric
because of your beliefs. The
In addition, he believed the
impossible
to attend. If you
sex. What do you do?
Along with a great deal of jury made the correct decision
federal government has not
did
some
research
before exFirst of all, I'm not writing help from Campus Security, in Rodney King case. I would
done nearly as much for
pressing
your
opinion
then
this article to condemn homo- the employees of the Adminis- like to ask Mr. "Name
blacks as it has for people in
maybe
you
would
have
known
sexuality; nevertheless, I am tration building have been able
foreign countries.
Withheld," would you like if
some of this.
writing it to denounce where to apprehend many of these
the police beat you 56 times
The
U.S.
gave
away
bilcertain GSU homosexual males crude males. Several of those and used a Taser on you?
I do not like name-calling
lions of dollars in humaniare engaging in their sexual apprehended have been GSU
unless the situation calls for
tarian and domestic aid, and
activity.
I would like to agree with
alumni, but most are students.
it. To Mr. "Name," the next
you
are complaining about time you decide to write inFor the past few years, a
After being caught, some of you on a couple of points.
blacks getting money for col- sulting and totally racist relarge number of homosexual these individuals have con- Maybe Mr. King should have
lege.
males have been engaging in a fessed that they were in the re- testified on his behalf and that
marks, remember who started
When a person puts his or
diverse assortment of unusual stroom waiting for one thing: to people did not hear the presenracism
in the first place.
her faith in the legal system,
Speaking of money for col- Whites have started the battle
sexual escapades in the men's meet a guy and have sex.
tation of arguments by the atno one feels that justice will be lege, you said "...how cum
restroom of GSU's Adminisand the end is not in sight.
Like the frustrated employ- torneys to judge the Tightness
blind.
However, the verdict [sic] only minorities get [Pell
tration building. Lately, how- ees of the Administration or wrongness of the verdict.
The Rodney King case was
ever, this problem has been building, I think this activity is These are the only areas of proved that minorities need to Grants]?" I know personally
find a way to vent their frus- of several whites who are the supposed to illustrate that jusgetting worse.
repulsive. This type of indecent agreement that I have with tration over the decision.
recipient of Pell funds. Pell tice is not blind for people of
In order to fully understand behavior is also very nauseat- you in the entire letter.
was set up as a foundation for color, however, the decision
the magnitude of this situa- ing; who wants to use a toilet
However, death and de- need-based financial aid.
did the opposite.
tion, I interviewed several that some deviant individual
Further, you said that the struction is not a good way to
employees who work in this has masturbated on?
rioting in L.A. was "...truly handle
this
situation.
I cannot help the fact that
building.
So, please for the sake of
I truly feel sorry for the in- the dumbest thing I have ever Furthermore, these individ- many whites have more
future generations, try to unAccording to these frus- dividuals that work in the seen." I assume Mr. "Name"
uals may not have another money than blacks. However,
derstand that racism is only
trated employees, this is a Administration building. There that you are not a minority
outlet to 'Vent," because of fi- that does not mean that whites
growing problem for them and is absolutely no'reason why person and therefore you
counterproductive to peace
nancial or social situations.
should not receive the funds, and harmony that will put this
they feel it must be stopped. these hard-working GSU em- might not have the ability to
because
I believe that every- country back on top! (Name
Several of the male employees ployees should have to come to picture what fighting for
In the last half-dozen or so
actually fear going to the re- work each day and deal with equality is all about in the paragraphs of your letter, you one - regardless of race or Not Withheld by Request)
nationality - should have the
stroom alone, because they this sort of foolishness. "land of the free."
mention that "I think it [is] opportunity to further educate
Stacy Jordan
never know what type of Something has got to be done.
predicament they will be faced
If you are a homosexual and
with upon entering the re- do engage in this "public restroom.
stroom sex," I encourage you to
One employee, who wished stop this perverse and irritat- Dear Editor,
form of undemocratic practices.
Why don't you and your staff address these problems that
to remain anonymous, said, ing activity. No person should
I
am also confident that the start writing about more sub- are upon us now and the ones
I am a newly elected sena"Once, I walked in the re- have to meet individuals in a
stroom and there was a fellow public restroom for sex. Sex tor. I was appalled with what I other members of SGA would- stantial problems such as that we may face in the future.
masturbating all over the lid of should be done in private, not read in the George-Anne about n't misuse their positions of world hunger, poverty, the
Not all people take the time
-homeless, and the political to read a national newspaper,
one of the toilets. Another in a public. Remember, re- the Student Government power.
time, a guy slipped a note to strooms are for defecating not Association election.
but they do take the time to
I believe that if you and your problems of the United States?
The comments on the elecI
am
disappointed
with
the
me under the stall that said 'I fornicating.
pick
up a free George-Anne.
staff have some kind of probtion
were
written
without
way
this
newspaper
avoids
taklike your body.' This activity is
Please, stop this bothersome
lem with the SGA, then you
Christopher Brown
ridiculous and we are sick and and abnormal activity. If you there being any proof of anyone and your staff should get off ing advantage of its power to SGA Senator
tired of it."
need to have sex, do it at home. scrutinizing over the voters' your cans and run for an office help address these types of
problems.
choice candidates.
[Editor's Note: Both SGA
in the next election. Don't keep
president Chris Clark and VP
The accusations were false. I trying to talk the candidates
We the students need a of Academic Affairs Amber
know one of the accused per- into contesting this election
more politically active newspa- Cornelius have clearly stated in
sonally, and I know with some just because you're not satisper. We need the information their letters to the editor that
To date, the George-Anne has recieved 24 letters
degree of confidence that this fied with the chosen senators
that this newspaper is capable the ballot were examined by
about the Rodney King verdict, including responses
person would not show any and executives.
of
producing. This way we can poll workers.]
to the "King verdict was the correct one" letter in the

COUNTERPOINT

Paper needs to focus on more substantial issues

Now is time for solutions

May 8 edition.
We feel these topics have been thoroughly discussed and due to the volume of the submissions, the
George-Anne will cease to accept any further letters
on these topics. Every attempt will be made to publish - in brief- those letters already received.
Whether you agree with the Rodney King decision
or not is no longer the point. It is time to stop calling
names and start discussing how we can get down to
solving the very real, and ever-present, problem of
racism.
One of the keys to this solution is the understanding of other people's point of view, and not just the
preaching of your own.
It starts - or ends - with you.
Your choice.
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Newspaper defamed SGA with destructive criticism

Dear Editor,

I am the outgoing Vice
President
of Academic
Affairs for the Student
Government Association, and
I am writing this letter in
response to the numerous
editorials which have appeared about SGA.
This applies not only to
those opinions expressed by
your staff during the past two
weeks but also to those which
have appeared throughout this
past year. Before I elaborate
any further, let me say that I
realize that whatever reply I
offer
can
always
be
challenged by your opinions
and that you can always have
the last word in your
newspaper.
Hopefully, though, this will
be my only letter, and it is my
wish for problems'between
SGA and the George-Anne to
be resolved for this next year.
I would like to say that,
quite frankly, I am fed up
with the destructive - not
constructive - criticism we
have received in most of the
editorials which have appeared about SGA since I took
office last spring. I certainly
don't mind constructive criticism and have welcomed that
during my office term so that I
could better serve the students
of GSU.
However, the image of SGA
that you have chosen to create
for the student body by your
press alone has been one of a
very negative, less-thanhelpful, always-questionable,
and arrogant organization.
When my fellow officers,
senatoi , and I took office, we

did not have, nor at any time scantrons. As if this would
ever chose to endorse, such really work... This, of course, deal with the George-Anne,
the two times that I did request
intentions.
although your opinion, was services were met by
Nonetheless, it appears that certainly not the case, but the
very little of the projects SGA actual facts were not printed opposition and uncooperhas undertaken has ever been for several days. Thank you ativeness. I mean, how hard
can it be for someone to snap a
mentioned in a positive for taking the time to do so.
picture
and then show it once
manner by your paper, and I
With the conditions we op- developed? On these occafind this very ironic in light
erated under, we did the best sions, I followed procedure as
of the fact of how we have
we could have done. In the instructed, but the services I
facilitated beneficial relaend, though, students were received, when someone actions between students and
able to exercise their right to a tually appeared as agreed
various faculty, adminprivate vote, and the numbers upon, were less than profesistrative, and community
for the elected members speak sional.
organizations.
for themselves. To contest the
I mentioned these inciInstead, most press we
election, when the difference dents, not to be petty, simply to
have received from you has
between the total votes was so prove a point, which is more or
been in an editorial where you
high, would serve no purpose, less obvious when dealing
could easily paint a negative
and those who were elected with your staff or reading
view of SGA, not in article
have not indicated any your newspaper: no one is
which, as I understand,
problem they had with the perfect. This certainly is not
should display no bias. How process.
meant to be used as an excuse
convenient.
However, if you still ques- for anything, but simply to
It is also interesting to note
tion our ethics, then I must say that before you dare
what kind of editorial
whole-heartedly question question our professionalism
discretion you display by
yours: If you were so outraged and the projects we undertake,
putting only your editorial on
by our glancing over the few take a close look at your own
the front page of the paper and
students' scantrons that we weaknesses.
not one of an opposing nature.
did in order to ensure their
In a recent conversation
But I realize I know very little
correct completion (as was with Mr. Witte, he questioned
about newspaper production
requested by many of those our professionalism (or lack
and would certainly not try to
students), then why did you as he indicated) but degraded
tell you how to run your
not speak out about this the Eagle because it is mostly
newspaper. My question, immediately?
run by a professional busithough, is why have you
Indeed, this "impropriety" ness. It also ironic that I have
continuously not focused on
as you saw it could have been seen very little of Mr. Witte's
anything positive in an
easily and quickly addressed or his staffs professionalism
editorial? I am not saying we
and resolved. The fact you in these editorials and paper.
only deserve praise, but we
waited so long is very
The personal affronts
surely do not deserve only
concerning. Is it your own against Chris Clark he has
negative, destructive publicpolicy, then, to let any alleged displayed are prime examity.
improprieties which can be ples, but such attacks are unThe issue of the election
immediately remedied and called-for and demonstrate
process has been well dewhich seemingly concern you immaturity and should be
fended - and rightfully so so greatly go unaddressed dealt with outside the office.
by Chris Clark. In your edi- until much later?
But "slamming" someone
torial, you assumed that SGA
The next issue I want to else has always been a dewas trying to somehow influaddress is that, even though I fense mechanism used to dience votes by scrutinizing the
had very little need to actually SEE SGA, PAGE 5
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Letter misinterpreted column, misrepresented columnist's views
Dear Name Withheld,
On May 15 the George-Anne
printed your letter, "Columnist
guilty of reverse racism; verdict should unite all races" in
response to my May 5 column
called the "The crime of being
black."
You went to great length to
distort my article and the messages behind my personal
viewpoint of racial biases in
this country. As an individual,
I have every right to think and
feel the way I want to.
Whether you like it or not.
First of all, I did not appreciate you misquoting me in
your letter. If you are going to
contradict my views, you must
be factual. For instance, I did
not say that the video used in
the testimony of Rodney King's
trial was not enough evidence.
I specifically wrote "Some
people, especially whites fail to
realize that the video was
enough evidence to convict
those men [the policemen involved in the beating of Rodney
King] to life in prison."
Yes, I said especially whites
because that's the way I view
the situation. Notice, I carefully stated some people.
Therefore, I am not grouping
all whites into this category.
Next, blacks have been
chastised in this country for
years. Slavery, racism, segregation, hangings, denied the

right to learn - the list continues. This is a part of AfricanAmerican history in this country. I refuse to pretend that it
never existed because the negative connotations established
about blacks in society still exist.
Are you asking me as an
African-American to forget or
try to pretend like racism does
not exist in this country? Or do
you want me to conform or to
think like the majority, who
are mostly white?
That is not the way I think
or feel.
Also, as far as reverse
racism is concerned, you don't
know me. I am not advocating
reverse discrimination, but I
am advocating a different
viewpoint about discrimination
against the minorities.
As much as I hate to use
statistics, the Census Bureau
states that there are 80.1 percent whites in this country as
opposed to blacks which make
up only 12.1 percent of the
population. So, there is no
equal balance between blacks
and whites in this naive country.
It really bothers me for some
white people, such as yourself,
to mention reverse discrimination or to try to equate this unequal balance of the population. How can blacks, as well
as other minorities, discrimi-

MAXI'S WORLD
Maxim Reeder
ing the first and second wave
nate against a majority?
Granted, I don't condone the of immigration experienced
violence that occurred against some form of racism. As I state
the white truck driver, as well again - it is not just a black
as I don't condone the violence thing, it is a people thing.
that occurred against Rodney
King.
People in modern society
I just wanted to add that the must learn to adjust to one anone isolated incident of the other, and adjusting should
white trucker cannot be com- start with focusing on the probparable to the beatings that lems of the inner city. No, I
blacks have been received and was not brought up in that
are still receiving in America.
environment, so I'm just as
I also want to add that naive as anybody about the inabuse comes in many different cidents that occur in the inner
ways, such as psychological, cities. It is no secret that a
physical, emotional, and mental. The best example that I
can think of are the lynchings
that were used by some whites CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
in order to keep blacks under
rect attention away from one's
control.
own shortcomings and faults.
Blacks are not looking for
And is it not generally easier
sympathy, but blacks are lookto heap criticism rather than
ing for respect as humans and offer any praise or to
not animals. So please don't complain about something but
ignore the fact that slavery not get involved in a
was - to me - the most dehu- constructive manner?
manizing thing to ever occur to
In closing, I want to reitanyone.
erate a point previously exAs a matter of fact, this
pressed by Chris Clark - bad
country was built on racism.
publicity is better than none at
For instance, every nationality
all - and it is true to a certian
that came to this country dur-

large majority of people who
live within inner cities are
black. So I agree with you that
it was not only black people
within the community protesting against the unjust judicial
system.
As for you calling me ignorant, I know who I am. So your
words do not, and will not, affect the way I feel about racial
biases in this country. I am
glad that you expressed your
opinions about what I wrote,
because at least I know that
you're reading and interpreting
the message that I'm trying to
focus on in my articles.
I think the media is the
blame for this continuous negative ideologies about certain
groups and nationalities in this

country.
For instance, how can I be
judged of labeling? Society is
constantly pointing fingers at
certain groups for convenience,
especially blacks. Yes, everyday, the media points the finger at some blacks for being
criminals, rapists, murderers,
and also, thieves. Solutions to
the problem lies within the
media because they keep us
touch with our environment
and the world around us.
Equality begins with judging
a person on their individual
merit, and not for what we
think or want to believe about
that individual or group of
people. Reinforcing stereotypes
will only increase the problem
rather than solving the problem.

SGA

degree. However, when that is
what is consistently displayed
by the George-Anne about
more organizations than just
SGA, students will only take
so much. It is no wonder
student apathy on this campus
is so high. After a while, who
would want to get involved
with anything after the
George-Anne had maligned it
sor
But even with all of this, I

would still like to thank you
the students of GSU for having
elected me and allowed me to
serve you during my final
year at GSU. It has been my
pleasure to have worked with
and for you and to have
become better acquainted,
with many of you.

Amber Cornelius
SGA Vice President of
Academic Affairs

Dinner Buffet 5-9:30
Tues. & Thurs. Nights!

221 N. Main • 764-2316

WEEKLY SPECIALS:

Tues. Night

Wed. Night

Mon. Night

All-U-Can-Eat Spaghetti

1/2 lb. Ground Sirloin

Hamburger Combo- $1.99

& Salad Bar-$3.99

& Salad Bar-$3.95

, H
SPEC

Tues.

ALL MONTH LONG - ALL DAY LONG!
•Chicken Fingers w/ Potato & Salad Bar- $4.95
•Fried Filet of Sea Trout w/ Potato, Coleslaw, &
Hushpuppies-$3.95

Thurs.

Lasagna w/salad
Sirloin Tips w/mushroom gravy
and garlic toast
rice and green beans
v/ed,
Ffi.
Mon,
Fried Pork Chops, Mashed Potato
Hamburer Steak w/gravy, Mac & cheese,
Chicken, Spud w/salad
and vegetable
and Vegetable
I <• |
L
J !

Thurs.

Special Invitation to LADIES!
(Ladies- No cover & Free Beverage!)

A UNIQUE
ENTERTAINMENT EXPERIENCE!

ALL U Can Eat- Pizza, Wings & Beverage
$5 cover • Belly Flop Contest Poolside
(Real Air Conditioning)

Tues.:

Sat.:

GREAT AMERICAN
CHUG-OFF!
Thurs.:

LADIES NIGHT

Wing It!

(Ladies get in FREE • Complimentary Popcorn)

(All U Can Eat Wings -2S( each)
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He knows better than most that moderation is the key

GSU student has dealt with alcohol addiction and now helps others overcome their problems by his experience
By Jeff Merritt

Guest Writer

Kirby Schaffer casually sits
down with his barbecue
sandwich, fries, and drink.
Without hesitation, he unconsciously moves them around so
that his fries are on his right
and his sandwich to his left.
He'll be ready to eat as soon as
he drinks up all the Coke that
has escaped through the straw
hole. He bows his head; eyes
closed and lips barely moving,
he thanks his Creator for his
dinner. Now, he's ready to eat.

I

He had to get everything in
order first.
But he had better hurry, because he has a softball game in
an hour.
In his last quarter at GSU,
this senior economics major
looks and acts no different that
anyone else. His three-day-old
beard matches will his threeyear-old war-torn" GSU hat.
And like his peers, Kirby has
his share of problems: He tires
his best to manage what little
money he has, balances his 25
hour per week job with his
school work, and hopes that
the five years that he has
spent at college won't be

wasted. In fact, on the surface,
Kirby looks like a regular guy.
You'd never know he was a
recovering alcoholic.
This shy and innocent looking 23-year-old Perry, GA native took his first drink ten
years ago. Not because of peer
pressure, but because he
wanted to. But when Kirby left
home to come to GSU, his love
affair with alcohol followed
him. And it's followed him ever
since.
In his sophomore year of college, Kirby drank over $1000
worth of brew. He and his
drinking buddies had figured

out how to study Sunday
through Wednesday and get
plastered the rest of the week
and keep their grades up. I
asked him, if it wasn't the peer
pressure that made him drink,
then what was it?

"I was drinking because of
problems," Kirby replied with
a look of disgust on his face.
You see, he told himself that
when he first started drinking,
he would not do it because of
problems. But as a result of a
bad relationship, coupled with
GSU is a Jypical college
doubts of what direction his campus, says Kirby, in that
life was headed in, Kirby be- students drink because "it's
gan to head for the mountains. the thing to do to get drunk!"

American Bandstand' is... (gulp)... 40!

NEW YORK (AP) - Pay attention, children. This is your
chance to sit down with your
parents, watch a TV program
and ask them about the olden
days.
The program, "American
Bandstand 40th Anniversary
Special," will open Wednesday
night on ABC with a black
screen and a tone.
'That should get your attention, because you're used to
seeing pictures," said Dick
Clark, its host and executive
producer. 'You'll turn and look
at it and it will say to you
something to the effect of, 'In a
moment we're going to fill this
screen with all the memories of
your life.
'"It's never, ever going to
happen again. Call somebody.
Tell them to join you in the experience,'" Clark said, and
laughed. "Maybe we can double the audience!"
In truth, children, the special has less to do with the
40th anniversary of ABC's
longest-running: variety show
than with the May sweeps,
when ratings are closely
tracked 'to help local stations
set their'advertising rates.

Wednesday's tribute is a
two-hour blend of current pop
music acts - Boyz II Men, Neil
Diamond, Color Me Badd, and
the like - with "archival"
footage of show that proved
your parents' sincerity in
wanting to rock around the
clock.
"It's been a remarkable passage of time," said Clark, who
at age 62 looks a good deal
oldef than his actual age,
which is 19. A young 19. "What
is so hard to rationalize is that
all that time went away so
quickly!
"Especially when you go
back and look at old films and
tapes. It's like looking at' a
family album. I don't remember us being that that young,"
he said. And that haircut? "Did
I really put that much grease
on?"
In truth, kids, the ancestral
"Bandstand" show began in
September 1952 as filmed music performaces - very well,
children, "music videos," since
you insist - on Philadelphia's
Channel 6, WFIL-TV. It was
enormously dull.
According to Michael
Shore's "The History of

American Bandstand," the
next month WFIL brought on
teen-agers to dance to the pop
hits. Clark came aboard as
regular host on Monday, July
9, 1956.
It wasn't until Aug. 5, 1957,
that the fledgling ABC network - yes, children, ABC was
the Fox Broadcasting Co. of its
day - aired on 67 stations.
Within a month, "American
Bandstand" was the No. 1
daytime show.
'You've got to figure out the
odds of that happening in less
than four weeks, on 67 stations
instead of 200 like the other
guys. It was David and
Goliath," Clark said.
"It proved once and for all
that, yeah, people would watch
kids dancing in Philadelphia to
recorded music - which sounds
like an illogical premise, but it
worked."
It became television's
longest-running variety show,
as well as the cornerstone of
businesses that have made
Clark a wealthy man. But at
the
time
"American
Bandstand" was happening, he
had no idea of how big it would
be.

NEW YORK (AP) - Bruce
Springsteen will kick off a U.S.
tour with five performances in
his home state of New Jersey,
his record company said.
The
tour
marks
Springsteen's first band performances since 1988. He released two albums, "Lucky
Town," and "Human Touch" in
March.
Springsteen scheduled performances in East Rutherford,
N.J., from July 23-30; in
Worcester, Mass., Aug. 13-14;
in Detroit Aug. 17-18; in
Cleveland Aug. 21-22; in
Landover, Md., Aug. 25-26;

and in Philadelphia Aug. 2829.
Dates for ticket sales have
not been announced.
The U.S. tour will follow a
month of performances in
Europe. There will be more
touring in the fall and winter,

according to Columbia Records
and Springsteen's publicity
company, Shore Fire.
The core of the touring band
will be Roy Bittan, piano and
keyboards; Zachary Alford,
drums; Shane Fontayne, guitar; and Tommy Simms, bass.

*"I began to drink heavily at
all times."
And as the saying goes,
"What goes up must. come
down." And he did. One night,
alone in his room, Kirby decided to get his life back together again. Now "walking
the Christian life," Kirby has
found a hope to hope in. And
as a result, he is changing the
lives of fellow students by
helping them deal with their
alcoholism.

"I've been criticized over the
years for being Mr. Bland, for
being middle-of-the-road, for
whitewashing the music and
taking the edges off and all,"
he said. Those critics misunderstand Clark, his show, and
his plans for it.
"I wasn't stupid. Nobody's
ever accused me of being that.
But I knew at the time that if
we didn't make the presentation to the older generation
palatable, it could kill it," he
said.
"So along with Little
Richard and Chuck Berry and
the Platters and the Crows and
the Jayhawks ... the boys wore
coats and ties and the girls
combed their hair and they all
looked like sweet little kids
into a high school dance," he
said.
"And that system worked. It
was collusion between those of
us who were trying to make a
living and those of us who
liked the music and the kids.
We all knew what was going
on, but that's what kept us on
the air."

And according to his speculations, about 85% of the student
population does just that.
,In spite of all the information that is available, Kirby
believes that drinking is still
the number one problem for
today's youth as well as for college campuses around the nation. What advice would Kirby
give to a campus like GSU?
'You have to learn when to
say when," he insists, "You
have to learn to drink moderately if you're going to drink at
all." Kirby did. All he did was
get everything in order.

CONGRATULATIONS
■

Rip Us
Off.

• Name Cards

Memory Book
• Jewelry
• Party
Supplies

Lakeside Copies
&

Express Copies
We have a complete
selection of fine
Carlson Craft products

That's right - you heard right. Rip
us off. Get something for nothing.
Say hello to a friend. Find a
roommate. Get a job. Find a home
for a litter of kittens. Buy a
wombat. Or sell your Beamer
(right, like you expect us to believe
ycu - and not your folks - actually
have the title to that BMW).
Regardless of your purpose (or
even if you are a congenital liar
likethe Beamer owner), Georgia's
liveliest classified ad section is for
you. Students, faculty and staff
can have 25-word action ads
published for nothing. Fill out the
little rectangles at left, and send
your ad to G-A Action Ads, LB
8001, GSU or drop it by the
Williams Center, Room 111. You
MUST include your name and
Landrum Box number to qualify
.for a freebie. Remember, keep it
short: students, faculty and staf
will be billed at 10 cents a word for
words in excess of the 25 word
limit.

COUPON SALE

UNIVERSITY STORE

FOR FALL QUARTER

Are you in the market for the hottest
spots to live next Fall?
Look no further...

One Coupon per Item
Please present
_
coupon at purchase. Offer does not include sale items,
any other
er discounts, textbooks, or food items. Expires May 30,1992.

UNIVERSITY STORE
College Vue

Park Place

Eagles Nest

Pinewood Court

Georgia Villa

Plantation Villa

Heritage Square

Southern Court

Southern Villa

Stadium Place

One Coupon per Item
Please present coupon at purchase. Offer does not include sale items,
any other discounts, textbooks, or food items. Expires May 30,1992.

UNIVERSITY STORE

Stadium Walk

Southern Realty Associates, Inc.
1800 Chandler Rd.
Statesboro, GA 30458
681-3000
FAX (912) 681-7165

One Coupon per Item
Please present coupon at purchase. Offer does not incfude sale items,
any other discounts, textbooks, or food items. Expires May 30,1992.
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WE HAVE EVERYTHING
YOCTLL NEED
TO CELEBRATE YOUR
SPECIAL DAY!
• Announcements

Springsteen starts tour July 23

NOW LEASING

I

j
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National League realignment proposed
NEW YORK (AP) - National
League president Bill White
said Monday that he was continuing to push for realignment for the 1993 season.
The Chicago Cubs vetoed
realignment in February when
it was proposed at the NL's
quarterly meeting. Ten teams
voted in favor of the plan with
Chicago and the New York
Mets voting no, but the Cubs'
vote was necessary for ap-

proval because that would be
one of the affected teams.
'You're always working for
it," White said of realignment
after a news conference to
mark the start of balloting for
the all-star teams. "I didn't
stop attempting to try for it."
The American League's balanced schedule, in which
teams play 13 games against
each of their division rivals
and 12 games against clubs in

the other division, has been
heavily criticized. The NL is
considering anything from a
20-6 plan to the balanced
schedule.
"No matter what you're going to do, you're going to get
some people upset," White
said. 'You put all of them down
and see the one that will have
the least negative effect on the
most people in the league."
Under the plan, the Cubs

Lyle Alzado dies of brain cancer

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) Lyle Alzado, once among the
most feared players in professional football, died Thursday
of brain cancer, a disease he
blamed on his prolonged use of
body-building steroids. He was
43.
Alzado learned a little over
a year ago he had the disease,
which reduced him from a 300pound athlete known for bonejarring tackles to a 190-pound
shell of his former self.

Alzado said he began using
steroids in 1969 and spent
$20,000 to $30,000 a year on
the drugs. He said he used a
human growth hormone
during his comeback attempt,
which he believed helped
destroy his immune system.
Even after he stopped playing football, he kept taking the
drugs, which increase muscles
bulk.
Alzado was the first player
from South Dakota's Yankton
College ever drafted by a

National Football League
team. He was chosen by the
Denver Broncos in 1971 and
played for them for eight
years.
He played three years for
the Cleveland Browns and four
SEE ALZADO, PAGE 9

buy their Graduation
Stationery at

1 FREE Tanning Session
with your next Hair or Nail
Appointment.
Good Thru June 1, 1992

Lakeside Copies
Express Copies

Design 2000
Hair & Nail Salon
Walk-Ins Welcome

See our selection of

|
I

membership

' promotional i

CHINA GAPDEN

489-1320I

Buffet Special
(served w/ fried rice)
Any 2
2.99
Any 3
3^
10% off w/ this coupon!

Mykewasnumb,
It was maybe 25 degrees out,
there was snow on the
ground,andrightinfrontof
ray apartment doorwasa
bum wearing a MetsT-shirt

6 Lester Road
764-5609
CD
o3
00

Buy One Lunch or Dinner Special
Get a Second ——1/2 Price
With Coupon - No. 1 - 30 Only
Valid Mon. - Thurs. • One coupon per party
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The Right Suit
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NEW SHIPMENT
OF
MEN'S POLO
SHIRTS
V/SA
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107 West Main Street
489-3325
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New Spring Merchadise
Arriving Daily
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tutu, ftam *Witat VitU.
Pko*t: 674-6924
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1T6CZ1I12 [0 Uululi I stepped around him and wen!
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All you hove to do h something. Do anything. Jo find ouf how,

to (he big problems facing every community in America. And
because fhere are more people than problems, Ihings will gel done.

call 1(800)677-5515.
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10% Off on All Interview Suits
for Graduating GSU Seniors

I

g MOVIES FOR 3 DAYS
FOR$10.00

I

1 Plaza East
Adjacent to Statesboro
Mall
764-4472

3 & G FACTORY DIRECT • B & G FACTORY DIRECT

764-9828

p\* I US. Department of Transportation

[Statesboro Mall

Office Hours:
Mon-Wed
8:30am-5:30pm
Thursday
9:30am-7:00pm
Friday
8:30am-3:00pm

Authentic
Mexican Food

406 Fair Road Statesboro Junction

Ever Get Somebody
Totally WosM

764-8496 Next to FoodLion

Specializing in
Adults' and
Children's
Eyecare and
Contact
Lenses

<j£&mktz&i&.-

Open 11:00 AM Until 10:30 PM All Day

1. Univ. Sports Club (856)
2. Southern Headhunters
Bad Tillies (831)
3. Shut Outs (805)
4. Kappa Kappa Gamma
(768)
5. Around the Way Girls
Spring Training (745)

OPTOMETRIST

489-4321

Restaurante
Mexicano

Women's:

MOVIE GrAMJERY

"Give yourself anew outlook...
Dr. Sherri L. Becker

Best Job In Town...
Now Hiring!
The Phone Rings For You.

Buckhead Marketing

Neals(1502)
Univ. Sports Club (967)
Sigma Chi (954)
Braxtons (924)
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
(879)
6. Cliftons (832)
7. Pi Kappa Phi (750)
8. Sonic (734)
9. Neal's Eagles (701)
10. Cindinlins (689)

■ additional i

THINK AHEAD and

Easy Hours!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

97'**'*''''*'''''**'''*""""'***************************/

"""RECEIVE:"""

Great Pay!

Men's:

and the St. Louis Cardinals
would shift to the West
Division and the Atlanta
Braves and Cincinnati Reds
would move to the East.
Because it was vetoed by
Chicago, the NL has still not
determined how it will draw
up its schedule for next season,
the league's first with 14
teams.
The realignment issue has
become more pressing because
of the admission of the
Colorado Rockies and the
Florida Marlins, the two new
expansion teams.
"No league is able to have 14
teams and schedule," White
said. "It's almost impossible."
Chicago Cubs executive vice
president Mark McGuire and
general manager Larry Himes
said in February that the team
SEE NATIONAL LEAGUE, PAGE 9

SMART STUDENTS

Announcements
Name Cards
Memory Books
Jewelry
Party Supplies

CR/I Softball

TAKE THE KEYS.
CALL A CAB.
TAKE A STAND.

•
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« POINTS OF LIGHT
FOUNDATION

(O SOMETHING OOOD. FEEL SOMETHING REAL.
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01'Announcements
A 7 week Smoking Cessation Program for
GSU Faculty/Staff to be held in the
Nursing Building, Room 128, 7pm-8:30pm
on May 25 through July 6th. Limited
enrollment. Pre-registration required.
Call 489-3462 after 4pm for further
information.
Attention: Pi Sigma Epsilon is sponsoring
a raquetball tournament May 23-24.
Everyone can play, not restriced to
students. Small entry fee. Prizes awarded.
Call 681-3571.
Early Registration- Summer Quarter,
May 11-15, 8:40am-4:50pm. Evening
Studies May 11, 5:00-6:00pm. Fall
Quarter May 18-27, 8:40am-4:50pm.
Evening Studies May 18, 5:00-6:00pm.
GSU's Non-traditional Student MeetingTuesday, May 19, 1992 at 5:15 pm, Room
244, Student Union. Officers for new year
will be elected. Refreshments will be
served.
If you think you may have a problem with
drugs, give yourself a break. Narcotics
Anonymous meets Tuesdays and Fridays,
8pm at Trinity Episcopal Church (across
from Johnson Hall).
Triangle gay and lesbian informal
discussion group meets 7 p.m. Mondays.
Call Counseling Center 681-5541 for
details.
Yoga Club meets 5 pm Mondays in
Rm-244 University Union. Wear loose
clothing. Beginners welcome. Call
681-0226 for details.

03«Autos for Sale
1982 Chevy Cavalier Hatch Back. Auto,
air, tilt wheel, PS, PB, 51,000 miles. $650
OBO. Call Tim 681-6886.
1982 white VW Rabbit. Great condition,
air conditioning, four door, must sell soon.
Call 681-9021 for info. Asking $1000 OBO,
also low insurance rate.

Alaska Summer Employment- fisheries.
Earn $5,000+/month. Free transportation!
Room & Board! Over 8,000 openings. Male
or female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. 312.
Continuing Education Department needs
Bwim instructors for summer quarter Red
Cross swim program for area youth.
Evening classes only. Must have current
WSI and LGT certificates. Please call
Colleen for information 681-5555.
Summer Jobs- Atlanta Area. Need to earn
money this summer? Call us. Clerical &
warehouse positions. $5-$7. Norcross,
Perimeter & Conyers areas. ATS Staffing
(404)640-6375.
Summer Work! With Southwestern
Company, earn $500 a week and college
credit. Must be available all summer and
be willing to relocate. Information
meeting held May 20 &21 at 1:00, 3:00,
and 6:00 at University Union, Rm 248.
Wanted: Summer Camp Counselors for
Summer Program for Gifted & Talented
Young People, June 21-26. Send resume to
LB 8124, Attn: Deborah Champion.
Deadline, May 20,1992.
Wanted: Summer Enrichment
Opportunity Program Counselors. Need
minority students, prefer SEOP
participants. Must attend summer school.
Contact Mrs. Wright/ LB 8023/ 681-5840.

12«Lost& Found

Toyota 89 MR2. Midnight blue. 41,000
miles. T-tops, 5-speed, new tires, cassette,
great shape. $10,000 OBO. 681-3440.

04'Auto Parts, Repair
Eagle Five Star Rims- only $120. Size: 13 5
1/2. Call 871-6581 for Chris or Tonya, if no
answer leave message.
Qualified small enigne mechanic (lawn
mowers, tillers, etc.) will do repairs at
your home. Will beat any price in twon.
Call Chris at 681-7986.

05*Business Opportunities

13'Miscellaneous for Sale
A pair of Ray-Bans, black aviator-style$30. Bike rack for trunk of car- $20. Ask foi
Shannon only. 681-3452.
Bianchi bike with Shimanp components.
$100 please call Tina or Billy any time. At
842-2078 or leave message.
Bike for sale: $25 OBO. Call 681-7434 from
8am to 11:30am.
Formal dress for sale: royal blue, worn
once, size 5/6, $50, call 681-4720, leave
message.
Gold: 14k 20" Triple Herringbone-$100.
14k Nugget bracelet-$150. Jay at
764-2777. Leave message.
I need to lighten my load before
graduation- For Sale: desk and chair,
waterbed, chest of drawers, and centurion
touring bike. Cheap. Call Eric at 681-4339.
IBM compatible computer with full size
keyboard and VGA color monitor. Like
new condition. Call 764-3275 or 681-5853.
King's X tickets- Thursday, May 21 at the
Roxy in Atlanta. Four tickets available.
$14. Call Mason at 489-4285.

07'Education

Miscellaneous beer banners, flags, and
neon signs for sale. Will sell for reasonable
price. Ask for Frank at 681-2434.
Nishiki Prestege: Road bike, 58cm,
white/blue. New Shimano clipless pedals,
VSA gel saddle, excellent condition, $350
OBO or trade for Mt. Bike, call 871-6241.
Perfect badminton raquet, like brand new.
Reasonable price. Call before end of
quarter at 681-3464.

For Sale: Dresser with mirror. Nice, good
condition. Dark brown wood color. Call
489-1693 or 764-7669 work. Ask for Andy.
Only $75 OBO.
For Sale: Matching End Tables and coffee
tables, solid wood- $100. Matching night
stand, 2 dressers with book shelf- $100
OBO. Call Tim at 681-6886.
For Sale: Wooden Desk, $65. La-z-boy
Recliner, $100. Entertainment center, $60
OBO. Call Tim at 681-6886.
Furniture needed: single bed, dresser,
desk, and mirror. Call 681-3831 after
4pm, ask for Jerald.
Microwave for sale: Excellent condition.
Purchased last Spring. Push button
controls, rotating dish. Moving, must sell.
Paid $175, asking $115 OBO. Call
681-9314.
Must sell desk, dresser with matching
shelves that lie on top of it. Must sell,
graduating June. Ask for Mike at
681-9579.
Wanted to buy: Used stacked
washer/dryer. Call Ginger, Traci, or
Audrey at 681-2972.
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ROTATE &
BALANCE

$2495

11 «Help Wanted
$40,000/yr! Read books and TV Scripts.
Fill out simple "like/don't like" form.
EASY! Fun, relaxing at home, beach,
vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24
Hour Recording Reveals Details.
801-379-2925. Copyright # GA12KEB.

For Sale: 12x60 mobile home, partially
furnished, about five miles from campus
on HWY 301S. Call 681-7170 for more info.
Graduating Senior needs female to rent at
Bermuda Run. June (1/2), July, August.
Own bedroom, bathroom, and phone line.
Contact Michelle at 681-7697.
Important: Must sublease Stadium Walk
#12 for Fall 92 through Summer 93.
$430/month. We'll pay security deposit.
($150/$300). Call Neil at 681-1267(late).
Mobile home for rent: 2 bedroom, 2 bath.
Bulloch County's nicest mobile home park.
Call 842-9333.
"_

Attention: Pi Sigma Epsilon is sponsoring
a raquetball tournament May 23-24.
Everyone can play, not restriced to
students. Small entry fee. Prizes awarded.
Call 681-3571.

Need a nice place to live starting Summer
Quarter? Private room, washer/dryer, 3
miles from campus. Call soon, ask for
April. For info call 681-2225. Females
only.

Congratulations A-O-Pi! Great job during
Greek Week!

Need female to sublease apartment in
Chandler Square. Private room and
bathroom. Rent negotiable. For Summer
Quarter. Call 681-7591, Keisha.

17«Pets& Supplies
Eleven foot Burmese Python. She's tame
and gentle, raised since birth. Large cage
and accessories included. $350. Call Guy
at 681-5507, work number, leave message.
For Sale: Registered Boykin Spaniel.
Male, 7 months old, already whistle
trained to sit and stay. $250. Call
557-4331, leave message.
Six foot male Burmese Python for sale.
Large cage and heat rocks included. $250.
Call Guy at 681-5507, work number, leave
message.

19*Rentals& Real Estate

Roommate needed to sublease apartment
for summer. Possibly own room. Rent $150
plus utilities. Call 489-1693 or 764-7669
work. Ask for Andy.
Sublease duplex for Summer Quarter. 2
bedroom, 1 bath, spacious, rent negotiable.
For more info, contact Toni or leave
message at 681-6743.
Sublease great apartment for summer.
Two bedrooms, patio and dishwasher.
Only $400 a month. Call 681-7680 or
489-2951 ask for Chris.

Apartment for rent for Summer Quarter. 2
bedrooms, 1 bath, includes washer/dryer,
dishwasher. Very cheap. Stadium Walk.
Really nice. Call Randy at 681-2740.
Apartment for rent Summer Quarter.
Spacious 2 bedroom apartment. Close
enough to walk to campus but still in
commuter zone. Rent negotiable. Call
681-7483.
Apartment for rent: Two bedroom, two
bath in Hawthorne. Available for Summer
Quarter. Very low rent. 681-9826. Ask for
Eric.
Apartment for rent: 1 bedroom, available
June 15th. $190/month. Furnished,
central H/A cable ready. Quiet
neighborhood, 5 minutes from campus.
Call 764-8442, leave message.
Apartment for rent: Sussex Apartment for
$125 a month for Summer Quarter. Fully
furnished with washer/dryer. Ask for
Frank at 681-2434.

Female roommate needed for Summer
Quarter to share spacious 3 bedroom, 2
bath house 1/2 mile form campus. Own
bedroom and bath, fully furnished. Rent
negotiable! Call Kristi at 681-4720.
Female roommate needed for Summer
Quarter. 2 bedroom, 1 bath, washer.
Furnished trailor. $120 per month + 1/2
utilities. Please call 681-9882 after 4pm.

Female roommate needed for Summer.
$125/month + utilities. June rent free.
Call 681-6491, leave message. Close to
campus. Own bedroom.

SEE CLASSIFIEDS, PAGE
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PRECISION AUTO
Computerized
Engine
Analysis

A

Oil Change and Lube • $1900
• Front End Alignments • Brakes • Tune
Ups * Mufflers
Hours: Mon-Fri 8-6 Sat 8-12

764-8691 64-B E. Main

Adjacent to Paul's Auto Supply

MAY NIGHTSIDE
MENU MEALS
4-10 P.M.

Three bedroom house for rent near
University. Available beginning summer
quarter. Students preferred. Call
764-2912 daytime or 489-3311 in the

DRIVE IN • DRIVE THRU

322 S. Main St. (Virtn of the Triangle)»4894544

Buy One
price of One) ^^-^UJlS?/
A. Reg. Sonic Burger No. 1 or No. 2
$1.69 Pius tax

TAArpn (Two for the

Three bedroom house for rent. Available
now. Call 764-5003.
Wake up! Apartment for only $199 total
plus half utilities for Summer Quarter. Big
and next to GSU. Call Ira at 681-7150 and
leave name and number.

B. Reg. Cheese Coney

TUESDAY

$1.39 piustax

KIDS EAT FREE

Children under 10 may select a FREE
Kiddie Meal from Sonic's Menu when
accompanied by an adult ordering an
entree, side order and drink.

Two can Dine

WEDNESDAY
HAWTHORNE

1 or 2 roommates needed at Park Place for
Summer. Own bedroom and bath. Fully
furnished. Call 681-9429. Ask for Dan or
Michael, leave message.

Female roommate needed for Fall at
Campus Courtyard. It is very urgent that I
find one soon. Please call Jennifer at
681-9180.

piustax

Choose Two of the Following Dinners

A. Reg. Cheeseburger, Reg. Fries, Reg. Drink, Cone or Dish

FRIDAYS
SATURDAY
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s
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Crocdatt « Vanilla

B. X-Long Cheese Coney,' Reg. Fries, Reg. Drink,'OoaHaS
Cone oror Dish
Vanilla
3

Chocolate of Vanilla

SENIOR DOUBLE
DISCOUNT (2Q%)
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20*Roommates

Female needed to sublease apt for
Summer. Campus Courtyard. Fully
furnished. $200/month. June rent will be
paid. Call 681-7991. Ask for Nanette.

DOUBLE DINNER MEAEST^
C. BBQ Sandwich, Reg. Fries, Reg. Drink, Cone or Dish

68^-1166
Office- 21 Greenbrlar

Bacon Cheeseburger
Homemade Onion Rings
Route 44 Big Drink
Hot Fudge or Strawberry
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~S^~$4 99
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SHAKES • MALTS
DESSERTS
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These specials are not available with other discounts

Filling Up Fast!
Hawthorne
Green briar

OIL, FILTER
& LUBE

■•v.!

and

$-jy95

OI»tlnctlv« BRICK Pupl«x«»

BRAKE JOBS
FrontRear -

Female roommate needed for Summer
Quarter. Southern Villas Apt on campus.
Own room, $150/month, 1/3 utilities, no
security deposit. Please call 681-2253.

Sussex for $150 a month! Suletting for
Summer Quarter. This is the best deal
anywhere. Call Aaron at 871-6211.

Apartment for lease Summer Qtr.
Chandler Square Apts. $215/month OBO.
Call 681-7881, ask for Kelley.
Apartment for lease- Summer
Quarter-University Village, 1 large
bedroom, kitchen, bath, good for 2.
Adjacent to campus. Cheap and
negotiable. Call anytime- Rob or Scott at
681-8681.

Female roommate needed for Summer
Quarter. Campus Courtyard. $175/month
+ 1/3 utilities. Own room and bath. Call
681-4562.

Female roommate needed for Summer
Quarter to share 3 bedroom house w/ two
other girls. Your room fully furnished.
$208/month, 1/3 utilities, we have
washer/dryer. 24 University Place. Call
681-4720, leave message.

(Bring this ad with you)

2 bedroom/1 bath apartment. 1/2 mile
from campus. Call Keith or Pete at
681-9231.

$

95

69
$
7995

Large Units With Lots of Extras!
Highway 67 South

681-1166

All prices Include most cars & light trucks.
Jerry Godbee - Owner
ASE Certified Master Auto Technician
102 N. Zetterower Ave. No appointment necessary 439.4444

X
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CONGRATULATIONS
GRABS

Whirlpool Washer for sale:
reconditioned-new pump and motor.
Heavy duty and extra load. $135. Call
Mitch Mock at 842-2256.
Wicker bedroom set for sale: double bed
with box springs, double dresser, vanity
with mirror and chair, and book shelves.
Call Joye at 681-9291.

Desparately want to sublease for Summer
Quarter. Half price on rent/Eagle's
Court/swimming
pool/volleyball/dishwasher/private
bathrom/furnished. Call 681-2129, leave
message.

Ali Lang- We're gonna be a great big/lil
pair. You're an awesome ZTA. -Love Tricia

TUNE & LUBE

STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF ONLY:
YOU can put your own message in this
space for FREE! 25 words of less, please.
Drop by the Wms Center, Rm 111, or send
your classified ad to LB 8001. For free ads
you MUST include your name and
Landrum Box number.

Apartment for sublease Summer Quarter.
Campus Courtyard. $215/month OBO.
Call 681-6733, ask for Champ.

Must rent Summer Quarter, 1 room,
available in Bermuda Run, own phone
line, bathroom, washer/dryer. Rent is
negotiable. Please contact at 681-3635,
Dawn.

Express

08*Freebies

09'Furniture & Appliances

16«Personal

WONK, WONK, WONK! You sound like
Charlie Brown's teacher! Happy 1 month
D.C. Woman. It's been a blast! Always.
The Energizer Bunny.

Earn $500 or more weekly stuffing
envelopes at home. Send long SASE to:
Country Living Shoppers, Dept. D18, P.O.
Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA
70727-1779.

COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS
GRANTS • LOANS
Results Guaranteed
1-800-527-1496
^=

Wanted: Musicians for mostly to all
country music band. Anyone interested
call Bill at 489-8855.

FOUND: One silver key. Possibly house or
dorm. To claim, contact the GSU Health
Center, Landrum Box 8043, 681-5641.

Limited Edition GSU Message Boards are
now available. This handsome, quality
crafted board comes equipped with a large
wipe board, cork board, mail slot,
keyholder, brass trim, and choices of stain
and logos. For more info call Dave at
681-0192 11-12 MTThF.

CASH FOR COLLEGE- Learn how to
increase your need-based financial aid
program. Receive up to 100 sources where
you can receive financial aid. Money Back
Guarantee. 1-800-532-7733.

King's X tickets: Thursday, May 21st at
the Roxy in Atlanta. $14. Call Mason at
489-4285.

Wendy, Eric, and Lee- Thinking and
praying for you guys. Get well soon!- Love
ya, Sherry

LOST: Large, tan, male dog. Has white
neck and paws. Wearing blue GSU collar.
Disappeared around campus. Please call
871-6311.

84 Pontiac Fiero, new black paint, 4
cylinder, 4 speed. $2,000. Call Mike at
681-8830.

Guitars- Fender Stratocaster, great shape,
$250. Kay electric dread naught, acoustic,
excellent condition, $200. Both w/ cases.
James at LB 9434 or at Blanches
llam-2pm.

FOUND: Dark gray Persian male cat.
Long haired, pug nosed. Catherine Avenue
and Faculty Blvd. Area. Call 681-3147.

1986 VW Jetta- navy blue, air, 5 speed, PS,
PB, excellent condition, very clean. Only
48K miles. Contact Marc at 681-3134 or
LB* 11446.

71 Chevelle SS, aluminum rims, 350
engine, new interior, in good condition.
$5100. Call Mike at 681-8830.

15*Musical

Keith/Pete- Sorry about your classy.
Maybe I finally have it right!-Cl.Ad.Mgr.

1984 grey Honda Accord Hatchback. 2
door, 5-speed, am/fm stereo, new tires,
very clean, good condition. Call 681-2911.
Asking $3500, must sell!

1988 Ford Taurus, 4 doors, white, low
mileage. Call Sanna 681-8948.

White Wedding Dress for sale: Never been
worn, size 8, short sleeves, v-neck and
back, beautiful bead-work. Call Alicia at
764-2106.

FOUND: Calculator in the LRC Men's
Room, Wed. 4/29. To claim, contact James,
Landrum Box 9434, or at Blanches
llam-2pm.

LOST: Ladie's Gold Bulova Watch with
diamond. Has much sentimental valueREWARD offered for any info or recovery
of watch. Please call 764-3060 with any
info.

1987 Ford Mustang LX Hatchback. 4
cylinder, 5-speed, PS, PB, A/C,
Tiltsteering, cruise, AM/FM stereo with
cassette. Excellent condition. Very clean.
$3500. Call Renee at 489-3096.

Trek 1000: 1990 Road Bike, 56cm, red
/white. Hardly ridden, perfect condition.
New rear tire. $350 negotiable. Jay at
764-2777. Leave message.

There is still time to choose from our complete
selection of Carlson Craft Announcements,
Name Cards, Memory Books, Jewelry, and Party
Supplies.
Lakes,de Copies

&
Express Copies

r

Campus Manager Needed

Sure Shot Photo

•Great pay taking
pictures at Greek
Functions

•Must be Energetic,
Personable, and Patient

Current
MGR.
G.S.U.

•Exp. not a must
but it helps

•Flexible hours
■■

-

Call (404) 455-9051 for info &
ask for Wes, or if you must
call 769-3621 & ask for

:

^^^■^^^H

^^^^^^^■^^■^^^^^^■■■i
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23-Stereo & Sound
Sony portable car diskman with power and
cassette adapters. $75 or OBO. Call Rob
after 7:30pm at 681-8681.
Stillwater Designs Box with kicker,
woofers, and tweeters. $150 OBO. Call
Chip at 489-4326 after 5pm.

2$Wdnted
Looking for people who like to play
Spades. Call Jennifer at 681-7708.
Wanted to buy- Used go-cart in good
condition. Call 681-7356 after 4:30pm.
Wanted to Buy: a quality recording of Me
n' Mills "Wake up it's time to go to sleep"
album. Write to LB 12496 soon!

29*Etcetera
Mature adult wants to house-sit for the
summer. References available. Call
Sandra at 839-2264.

ALZADO

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

7

opposes realignment because it
would increase its West Coast
games, causing later starts for
fans in Chicago and lower television ratings. Neither could
be reach Monday. McGuire
was at a meeting and Himes
was traveling to a Cubs' farm
team.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
7
for the Los Angeles Raiders before retiring in 1985. He failed
in a comeback attempt with
the Raiders in 1990.
Alzado tried his hand at acting and appeared in advertisements for Hanes underwear, Mobil and Sports
Illustrated.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

TUBERCULOSIS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

MOTHER GOOSE

bly more ongoing transmission
of TB in this country than we
would like to think," Kopanoff
said.
"When you talk about your .
kids, they haven't had a lot ■.-.
opportunity to become infected;
these are rather recent infetions."
Tuberculosis, a devastating
lung disease, is spread through
the air from people with active
illnesses. An estimated 10 million Americans are infected
with the TB germ, but most
people's healthy immune systems control the infection and
they never become ill.

& GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

JJ^J NOW PRE-LEASING FOR FALL '92

CHANDLEQ SQUARE

Fight AIDS, Not People with AIDS!!

APARTMENTS

Experience the Difference!
AND Register to Win a Free Trip for Two

3

to Beautiful Cancun, Mexico!

We know what it's like to
share a room, which is
why all of our apartments
have four bedrooms, four
closets and two and three
full size bathrooms. In
addition, we have all the
luxuries you could want: private washers and
dryers, dishwashers, refrigerators, ranges, and
decks or patios. Our amenities include a pool,
volleyball court, clubhouse with
large-screen TV, and pool
table. And we're located next
to Paulson Stadium and'
fraternity row, so you can
walk to class!
With rent at $215.00 per person, we think you won't want to look
anywhere else! Come by the office or call 681-6765 to see our model
unit, Reserve one of our few remaining units and become eligible to win
a free trip for two to Cancun, Mexico!

mmm

m

m

CONTINUATIONS
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I am looking for a place to sublease this
summer-CHEAP. Call Kevin at 871-6560.

8

Looking for a place Summer? Female
needed at Park Place townhouse, rent
$108 + share of utilities. Call 681-2551,
ask for Pam or leave message.

Female roommate needed for Summer.
Hawthorne II. Own bedroom and bath.
$183 + 1/4 utilities. Price negotiable. Call
ASAP. Ask for Kim at 681-9285.

Male needed to sublease at Stadium Walk
for Summer. Rent $200 per month + 1/2
utilties. Fully furnished, computer. Bobbv
681-1162.

Female roommate needed immediately'
Park Place, $166.00 per month + 1/3
utilities. May rent free. Own
room/bathroom. Call 681-2191. Kim or
Jamie or leave message.

Male roommate needed at Stadium Walk
for Summer Quarter. Option for Fall. Fully
furnished, own room. $200/month + 1/2
utilities. Bobby at 681-1162.

Female roommate needed to sublease
Campus Courtyard Apt. For Summer.
Share bedroom and bath. Completely
furnished, washer/dryer, dishwasher,
microwave, garbage disposal, and pool.
Desparate. Price negotiable. Call Leslie at
681-4277.

Male roommate needed Fall Qtr. 1-year
lease at Chandler Square. $215. Call Jeff
or Keith at 681-9719.
Male roommate needed for Summer
Quarter at Stadium Walk. $135/month
plus 1/3 utilities. Apartment furnished.
Call Chris at 681-9887.

Female roommate needed to sublease
large private room and bath for Summer.
Completely furnished. Includes cable,
water & power. $210/month negotiable
Call 871-6212.

Male roommate needed for summer! Extra
large room, multiple amenities, cheap
monthly rent + 1/3 utilities. Call Steve at
764-2732.

Female roommate needed- Pool-side condo
in Sussex Commons. $215/month. Own
bedroom, have washer/dryer. Call Karlin
Beverly, or Cynthia at 681-3616.
Female roommate needed. Summer
Quarter. Non-smoker. Furnished mobile
home. Own bedroom and bath.
Washer/dryer. Rent $120 + 1/2 utilities.
Call Rebecca at 681-7223.
Female roommate to share duplex 3 miles
from campus. $137.50/month. Call Karen
at 764-2835.

First month rent free! Female needed ofr
summer. Park Place Townhouse. Own
bedroom (furnished). Share bath with one
girl. $216.66 /month + 1/3 utilities. Carol
681-1422.
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Roommate needed in Southern Villas #62.
Only $102.50 per month and 1/3 of
utilities. Nice pool and deck. For Summer
Quarter and on. Call Rip at 681-3661,
leave message.
Roommate needed to take over lease for
Summer Quarter. Possibly own room.
Rent $150 plus utilities. Call Andy at
489-1693 or 764-7669 work#.

Roommate needed: Male, summer,
$150/month, 1/2 utilities. Call Russ at
489-2039 or LB 17824.

Roommate needed for 1992-93 school year.
$215/month plus 1/2 utilities. Male.
681-2183. No deposit, own room,
unfurnished.

1

Roommate needed for Summer Quarter at
Southern Villas #58. Fully furnished. Call
681-9088, ask for Greg. $200/month.

Male roommate wanted immediately, own
room, bath. Basketball, pool,
washer/dryer. $215/month. Call John at
681-9056 or 876-0249.

rom, Dick :aiid Harry"

N O I 3

Roommate needed for Summer Quarter
and next year at Park Place. $125/month
plus 1/2 utilities. Folr more info call
681-1776. Ask for Michelle.

Roommate needed- Beautiful mobile
home. Own bedroom $175 monthly, 10
month lease only. 1/4 utilities. Female.
Water paid. Call Melissa- Senior at Gsu
764-3176.

Needed 1-4 roommates to rent for
Summer. 2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment 1/2
mile from campus. Fully furnished.
Washer/dryer and microwave. No deposit
and rent negotiable. Call Kristi at
681-4720.

Female, nonsmoker needed to sublease
room for Summer Quarter. Rent
$135/month plus 1/3 utilities. 3.5 miles
from campus. Call 764-4149, ask for Kim.

Roommate needed for Fall: New Eagle
Creek Townhouses, share a 1/4 of utilities,
washer and dryer included. Call Ginger,
Traci, or Audrey at 681-2972.

Male roommate needed to help sublease a
two bedroom apartment Summer Quarter.
Pay half the utilities and rent. Call
681-3043, ask for JJ.

Need a roommate for Summer. Only
$l70/month. Personal, private room and
bath. Washer/dryer. Nice suite mate.
Please call soon, ask for April. For info call
681-2225.

Female roommates needed for Fall '92.
Campus Courtyard Apartments.
Nonsmoker. Call for information after
12pm. Ask for Kerri at 681-8764.

Needed immediately: one female
roommate to share 1992 mobile home.
Washer/dryer, microwave, central heat/ac.
1.5 miles from campus. Call 681-7845.
$170/month + 1/2 utilities.

mM

Roommate needed: Summer Quarter only.
Rent is very cheap, furnished except for
your room. Please call 681-6864, ask for
Jeff.
Roommate wanted to sublease for
summer. $155/month. Own room.
Furnished. Park Place. Call 681-1632
ASAP!!!
Roommates needed starting summer or
fall. Cheap rent- $135/month. Fully
furnished. Directly across from campus.
Walk or drive to class. Call Kelli or Angel
at 681-7361.
Staying here this summer? I need a
roommate to share a Park Place
Townhouse. Special rent $108 and June
rent is FREE. Needed June thru Aug. Call
Pam at 681-2551.
Wanted: Male roommate starting Fall
Quarter. Park Place Apts. Furnished,
washer/dryer, $125/month + 1/4 utilities.
Call 681-2294.
Female roommate needed for Fall Quarter
to share 2 bedroom apartment. Fully
furnished, share 1/4 utilities + $120 per
month. College Vue, call 681-7149. Ask for
Stephanie or charity.
Female roommate needed for Fall. Large
1-bedroom apartment one mile from
campus. Completely furnished.
$130/month + 1/2 utilities. Non-smoking,
fairly quiet and neat person preferred.
Call Astrid at 681-2688.
Female roommate needed for Summer
Quarter at Campus Courtyard. Fully
furnished with washer/dryer, microwave,
dishwasher. Rent negotiable. Call Amy at
681-9170.

TYPING - Fast & Reasonable. Call Jean
852-5405
TYPING - Reasonable rate. Resumed,
term papers, etc. Letter quality or Dot
Matrix printers. Call Brenda, 681- 5301,
or drop by Carroll, Rm 86
University Typing Svc - Word proc. for
faculty & students. Term papers to books.
Editing included. Letter quality printing.
Majorie Bell, Ed.D. 681-3716
Woodworking done to your specifications.
Free estimates. Contact John at LB 11744
or call 1-912-685-5946 after 4pm for more
info.

Daily announcement of Intramurals
available on CR/I Hotline at 681-5261.

22'Sports & Stuff

Excellent typing done! Only 750 a page.
Laser printing at a low price. The
Ultimate Typing Experience! Call
764-7225 and ask for Elmer.

Attention: Pi Sigma Epsilon is sponsoring
a raquetball tournament May 23-24.
Everyone can play, not restriced to
students. Small entry fee. Prizes awarded
Call 681-3571.

PREGNANT?
Parent and Child Adoption Services Can
Help. Free counseling, medical and
housing assistance available. Call Collect
(912)238-2777.

For Sale: Spalding Executive Golf Clubs.
Complete set. $125 OBO. Call 681-3276,
ask for Chad.

TYPING - Drop-off & pick-up on cam- pus.
See Peggy 116 South Bldg., call 681-5586
or 681-6520. Quick service (usually
overnight), very good rates

SEE CLASSIFIEDS, PAGE

WEEKLYCROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Author Tom (Thomas)
5 Sword

10 Bean curd
14 Ancient Arcadian city

15 Love in Italia
16 French islands
17 Fantasy Island's Dick
(Ricardo) & others
19 Liver spread
20 Former TV show
21 60 Minutes Harry
23 Prevaricates
26 Baseball's Mr Musial
27 Catch some rays
30 Get all in a lather
32 Smallest amount
36 Comedians Tom
and/or Dick
38 Muzzle
39
and kin:Aquaintances & relatives
40 Lariat
42 Thin
43 Register
45 Fodder preserved
47 Movers and shakers
48 Navigate
49 Follows "NOPQ"
50 Space agency initials
52 School or collar
54 "I bet my money on_
nag ..."
58 Detective Nick Charles'
wife and others
62 Spaghetti sauce name
63 Magician Harry
66 Pitcher
67 French river
68 Black wood
69 Mr. Cassini
70 Goof-up
71 Fender bender

1

BY GERRY FREY
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" TOM, DICK AND HARRY"
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TO

3 Hawaiian goose
4 Pertaining to birth
5 Actor Mineo
6 AmbassadorrAbbrev.
7 Male swine
8 'The Importance of
Being
"
9 Returned from intermission
10 Former Speaker Tom
11 Photographer Mills
12 Gala party
13 Pusher's customer
18 Plain folk
22 Pepper's partner
24 Actor Tom
25 Blood fluids
27 Made a disapproving
sound
28 Type of acid
29
Dame
31 Something of value
33 Claustrophobia: _
of enclosed places

55

1
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M

34 Cinders
35 Belief
37 Former Attorney General
Dick
38 "She is
in her
ways"
41 Dagger
44 Pre-lawexam
46 Presses
48 Tar
51 Expensive fur
53 Famed
54 Combining form for Mars
55 Cry out loud
56 Curve molding
57 Den
59 Toga
60 Soon
61 Mailed
Magnon: Prehistoric man
65
plunk

1
perception is everything
«
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21'Services

m

Auto Detailing- Clean inside and out.
Wash, wax, vacuum, and Armor-All. Most
cars only $20. Call Eric for appointment.
681-2294.

m

Cleaning Services: Will clean your house,
price depending on size, $30 and up. Call
681-6051 opr 681-7845.

1
2

DOWN
Baby's first word
"You've got _
nerve!"

Of

Which circle is bigger?
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ANSWER; Come by Statesboro't Wendy'a and find out!

You re probably thinking, ••Everybody's got SuperVahies on burgers, fries and
soft drinks...not just Wendy's." Well, you're right! But contrary to what you
might think, value isn't just price. Value means variety and quality, too! At
Wendy's we've got 9 different items for only 99c each everyday: Jr. Bacon
Cheeseburger, Jr. Cheeseburger Deluxe, Biggie Fries, Biggie Drink, Frosty Dairy
Dessert, Chili, Sour Cream & Chive Potato, Side Salad, and Caesar Side Salad.
And nobody can beat Wendy's quality! So the next time you go looking for
value, remember the illusion above...and look a little closer at what you're really
getting for your money. Statesboro's Genuine Value Leader just wanted you to
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